ABSTRACT. Rybakov proved that if ß : £ -► X is a countably additive Banach space valued measure on a a-algebra S, then there is an element i* 6 X* so that p. <S x*ß. In this note, we show that Rybakov's theorem follows essentially from a classical result of Mazur on the Gateaux differentiability of convex functions.
Suppose that (fi, S) is a measurable space, X is a (real) Banach space with dual X*, and p: E -► X is a countably additive vector valued measure. Let ca(E) denote the Banach space (\\u\\ = |^|(fi)) of all countably additive real valued measures defined on E. If v, X E ca(E), then D(v, X) will denote limt_>o(l/*)(||'' + iX|| -INI), , for y* E X* and m E N, put D(y*,m) = {x* E X*: D+(x*p.,y*n) + D+(x*n, -y*p) < 1/m}. Now let x*0 E X* and set g(t) = \\(xl + ty*)p\\ for t E RThus g is a continuous convex function, and consequently g is differentiable at all but countably many points. But if g is differentiable at in, then D((xQ-\-toy*)ß, y*p) exists, i.e. D+((xq + t0y*)p, y*p) = -D+((xq + t0y*)p, -y*p) and x*Q + t0y* E D(y*,m). Therefore D(y*,m) is a dense subset of X* for each y* E X* and each m E N. Furthermore, the set Ak = {i* GX*: fcdlxV+a/rC^pll-H^pll+llxV-a/^xVII-llyVII) < 1/m} is certainly open for all positive integers fc and m. And because of the monotonicity of the difference quotients of a convex function, D(y*, m) = \Jk=1 Ak, a dense open set. Consequently, by the Baire category theorem, Hm-l D(y*>m) ^8 a dense G¿ for each y* E X*, and D(x*p, y*p) exists for each i* in this intersection. Hence D *"* ("1^=1 Dm=i D(xn>m) ^s a dense Gg, and p < x*p for each i* E D-
